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ABSTRACT Relational data watermarking techniques using virtual primary key schemes try to avoid
compromising watermark detection due to the deletion or replacement of the relation’s primary key.
Nevertheless, these techniques face the limitations that bring high redundancy of the generated set of virtual
primary keys, which often compromises the quality of the embedded watermark. As a solution to this
problem, this paper proposes double fragmentation of the watermark by using the existing redundancy in
the set of virtual primary keys. This way, we guarantee the right identification of the watermark despite the
deletion of any of the attributes of the relation. The experiments carried out to validate our proposal show
an increment between 81.04% and 99.05% of detected marks with respect to previous solutions found in the
literature. Furthermore, we found out that our approach takes advantage of the redundancy present in the
set of virtual primary keys. Concerning the computational complexity of the solution, we performed a set of
scalability tests that show the linear behavior of our approach with respect to the processes runtime and the
number of tuples involved, making it feasible to use no matter the amount of data to be protected.
INDEX TERMS Double fragmentation, duplicate problem, redundancy, relational data, virtual primary key,
watermarking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital watermarking consists of a set of methods of infor-
mation hiding techniques created to verify and validate the
authenticity of a digital content, tracking its source, or prov-
ing the identity of its owner without restringing the data dis-
tribution [1]. Contrary to cryptography, the protected content
must preserve its appearance, being unnoticed the hidden
information [2]. On the other hand, watermarking techniques
aim to guarantee the protection of the content for an unlimited
amount of time and not only using it as a carrier of the hidden
information, as steganography does [3].
According to the literature, watermarking techniques do
not only protect digital content by embedding marks on
it (e.g., Unnikrishnan and Pramod [4], Ahmad et al. [5],
and Tufail et al. [6]) but also can extract information from
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Mehul S. Raval .
the content for its identification (e.g., Halder and Cortesi [7],
Bhattacharya and Cortesi [8], and Haider et al. [9]). In gen-
eral, watermarking techniques that embed information are
designed for ownership proof or traitor tracing. These tech-
niques must be resilient to attacks that are focused on com-
promising the detection of the marks, that is why they are
classified as robust techniques [10].
The changes caused by watermarking techniques that
embed information have to be unnoticeable and cannot com-
promise the usability of the digital content, avoiding the
degradation of its quality [11]. That means the usability
constraints defined over the content should not be violated,
but also the results obtained by using the watermarked
content should be the same as those obtained with the
original unwatermarked version of the data. That is why
the tolerable amount of changes during watermark embed-
ding varies depending on the purpose of the data and its
nature.
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The data representing the information to be hidden using
watermarking techniques are defined as the watermark
(WM), which is composed of indivisible items called marks,
usually represented by bits. Each of the nmarks composing a
watermarkWM (i.e., n = length(WM ) : n ∈ Z+) is identified
by mk : k ∈ Z : 0 ≤ k ≤ (n− 1) where m ∈ {0, 1}.
Watermarking techniques that embed information are com-
posed of two processes: (i) embedding, and (ii) extraction
of the WM [12]. The correct functioning of the technique
requires the parameters having the same value in the embed-
ding and the extraction processes; otherwise, the identifi-
cation of the WM fails. Finally, the use of at least one
parameter is required, being that the case of the secret
key (SK), whose value should be known only by the data
owner [13].
An important matter when working with watermarking
techniques is the synchronization of the WM. According to
Cox et al. [14], synchronization is the process of aligning
two signals in time or space. In this case, those signals are
the embedded and the extracted WMs, which is why the
synchronization definition is directly related to the processes
of embedding and extraction. Since low synchronization is
caused by losing marks in the watermarking processes, it is
critical a proper design of the technique in order to avoid
that problem and to guarantee the WM detection; other-
wise, the proposal lacks sense and cannot be applied in real
scenarios.
Initially proposed for multimedia data, watermarking tech-
niques were applied later on to relational data. It has been
a challenging task considering the nature of relational data
(e.g., high frequency of updates, lack of fixed order, among
others). Even so, relational data watermarking techniques
have been growing in diversity, yet some issues to be
addressed remain, being one of them the use of the Primary
Key (PK) of the relation for decidingwhere and how to embed
the marks.
Most watermarking techniques use pseudo-random selec-
tion to choose the mark to be embedded and the embedding
place in the relation of the database. That way, WM synchro-
nization cannot be compromised by reordering the attributes
or the tuples of the relation (i.e., subset reverse order
attack [15]). Considering that the PK stores unique values,
its use by watermarking techniques increases the probability
of selecting different marks each time during theWM embed-
ding despite pseudo-random selection.
The selection of the PK to perform this task gives reliability
to the process because there is no way to delete or replace
the PK without compromising the referential integrity of the
database. Potential attackers trying to compromise the WM
detection in the stolen data, also care about the quality of the
data, that is why they might not attack the PK. However, if the
relation is distributed separately from the rest of the database
and the attacker has no interest in using it restored with the
rest of the data, it is free to delete or update the PK making
the WM undetectable despite the presence of the marks in
the relation. In this case, the quality of the watermarked
data remains whereas the attack entirely compromises WM
synchronization.
To avoid the vulnerabilities that emerge by using the PK
in watermarking processes, some schemes have been pro-
posed to generate Virtual Primary Keys (VPK) to perform the
embedding and extraction of the WM. Unfortunately, a new
problem comes out because of using data sets of limited
elements for generating the VPK values. This problem is
due to the presence of duplicate values in the set of VPKs
because of the intrinsic characteristics of the data in the
attributes of tuples which are used for generating VPKs.
Formally defined as the duplicate problem [16], it causes
the embedding of some marks multiple times whereas others
are completely ignored, compromisingWM synchronization.
As a result, a high number of marks are excluded in the
embedded signal, causing a similar effect to the attacks based
on deleting or modifying data (e.g. subset attacks [17]). For
example, if the WM synchronized using the watermarking
technique by Sun et al. [18] and the relation’s PK is embedded
using VPKs instead, its quality will be degraded in a range
between 95.94% and 3.7% with respect to the original signal
used to generate the WM, depending on the VPK scheme.
It happens similarly with Sardroudi & Ibrahim [19]’s tech-
nique, where the use of VPK-based synchronization degrades
the WM synchronized using PKs, approximately in a range
between 98.94% and 6.7%. This behavior happens no matter
the watermarking technique, due to the low quality that the
VPK set presents compared to the set composed by the PKs.
Most of the VPK schemes try to avoid the duplicate
problem by eliminating the redundancy of the set of VPKs.
Nevertheless, the data stored in the relation are limited by
the attributes’ domains. So, this is a goal hard to accomplish.
In this paper, we introduce a different approach to achieve
the WM synchronization despite using low-quality sets of
VPKs. The soundness of our contribution relies on the sound-
ness of the combining VPK schemes and of the proposed
technique. Our approach contributes to robustness against
data elimination attacks, taking advantage of the presence
of duplicate values in the VPK set instead of being affected
because of it. The experiments carried out show that our
goal is accomplished, increasing the number of embedded
marks and improving their detection in comparison to pre-
vious approaches. We achieved an increment of the number
of embedded marks in a range between 81.04% and 99.05%
compared to previous solutions. We also performed a set of
scalability tests showing the linear behavior of our approach
with respect to the watermarking processes runtime and the
number of tuples being protected. Obtained results prove that
our proposal is feasible to be used no matter the amount of
data to be watermarked.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the basics related to our work and a review of
VPK schemes associated to our proposal. Section III presents
the formalization of our approach, and Section IV shows the
experimental results used to validate our work. The conclu-
sions are given in Section V.
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II. RELATED WORK
The main theoretical fields related to this work are the struc-
ture of relational data according to the relational model,
the relational data watermarking techniques, and the schemes
created for the VPK generation. In this section, we describe
the main elements involved in each one of those fields.
A. STRUCTURE OF A DATABASE RELATION
The relational databases are formed by different entities stor-
ing the data. Each entity is defined according to a conceptual
weight from the modeled reality. In the relational model,
the entities are named relations and are linked among them
using their primary keys [20]. Relations are represented by
tables where their columns are the entity’s attributes and their
records (also known as tuples) are the entity’s instances where
each attribute is combined. In this paper, we identify as R a
generic relation, object of our study.
We use the notations introduced by Agrawal and
Kiernan [21] in 2002 to identify each element composing
R. According to that, the attributes of R are identified by
Ai : i ∈ Z : 0 ≤ i ≤ (ν − 1), being ν ∈ Z+ the
number of attributes available for marking. One particular
attribute of R, excluded in the previous notation, is the pri-
mary key (PK),1 which stores unique values used to identify
each tuple. On the other hand, the tuples of R are identified
by rj : j ∈ Z : 0 ≤ j ≤ (η − 1), where η ∈ Z+ is the
number of tuples. Finally, the relation is formally defined as
R(PK ,A0, . . . ,Aν−1). In general, a particular element of R is
identified by rj.Ai (meaning the attribute i of the tuple j). The
primary key of a tuple is denoted by rj.PK .
B. WATERMARKING TECHNIQUES FOR RELATIONAL DATA
The first watermarking technique for relational data was pro-
posed in 2002 by Agrawal and Kiernan [21]. They considered
the scenario of a single relation R with the presence of a PK
out of the scope of the attacker’s goals. Also, they focused on
watermarking numeric attributes using their binary represen-
tation for embedding the marks in one of the less significant
bits (lsb). For selecting the tuple, the attribute within the
tuple, and the lsb of the attribute to embed the mark, a value
is generated using the relation’s PK and a secret key (SK)
known only by the data owner. This value can be defined as
a PK-based VPK.
Agrawal & Kiernan perform the selection of the tuple by
using a parameter called tuple fraction defined as γ ∈ Z :
1 ≤ γ ≤ η. If γ takes small values, more tuples are
considered for marking. For the case when γ = 1, all tuples
of the relation are marked if the usability constraints allow
it. Since the publication of this approach, several techniques
have been proposed, each one with its differences and par-
ticularities. One of those particularities has been generating
VPKs excluding the relation’s PK from the process.
1The PK can also be defined as the combination of more than one attribute
taking unique values.
C. EXISTING VPK SCHEMES
Also known as PK-dependent, watermarking techniques per-
forming the WM embedding and extraction using the PK
of the relation are useless if the attacker can attack the PK.
Some researchers have proposed solutions defined as VPK
schemes focused on avoiding the use of the PK, excluding
them from the VPK generation. Until now, the VPKs values
generated using the proposed schemes present high redun-
dancy, compromising theWM synchronization. This problem
was defined as the duplicate problem by Li et al. [16].
Another challenge faced by the VPK schemes is due to
having no choice but to use the values stored in the attributes
of the relation for generating the VPKs. When an attribute
is erased, some of the VPK values generated to extract the
WM do not match those used for its embedding. Due to that,
some marks take false values, adding noise to the extracted
WM, sometimes even compromising its identification. This
was defined by Li et al. [16] as the deletion problem, and it is
based on the version of the subset attack focused on attribute
elimination [15].
1) THE S-SCHEME
The S-Scheme was presented in 2002 by Agrawal and
Kiernan [21] as an alternative for watermarking relations with
no PKs, but its name was given by Li et al. [16]. For cases
when relations present a single attribute, this scheme creates
the VPK by splitting the binary value of the attribute in two
groups: the most significant bits (msb) and the less significant
bits (lsb). The VPK is generated using the msb according to
(1) where χ ∈ Z+ represents the msb range. The lsb range
(given by ξ ∈ Z+) is used to embed the marks.
vpk(rj) = [VPK ([rj.A]2, χ)]10 (1)
In (1), [rj.A]2 means the binary representation of the value
of the attribute A for each tuple, and [VPK ([rj.A)2, χ)]10 the
integer value formed by the χ bits of the attribute in decimal
notation. Taking into account that χ remains constant for
all attributes, the number of duplicate values this scheme
generates is extremely high.
In this scheme, watermarking techniques select the tuple
to embed the mark if H (SK ◦ vpk(rj)) mod γ = 0, where H
is a one-way hash function taking as input the concatenation
(represented by the symbol ◦) between the secret key SK
known only by the data owner, and the virtual primary key of
the tuple vpk(rj). Once the tuple is selected, mark embedding
is performed in a bit pseudo-randomly selected out of the ξ
bits based on the VPK value generated for the tuple according
to the expression H (SK ◦ vpk(rj)) mod ξ . Mark extraction
is performed based on the same operations using the same
parameter values.
When the relation is composed of more than one attribute,
the VPK is generated using one attribute, and the rest of them
is used for embedding the marks. Also, the attribute selected
for the VPK generation can vary for each tuple. However,
this scheme is highly vulnerable to deletion problem in all
its variants.
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2) THE E-SCHEME
The E-Scheme was proposed in 2003 by Li et al. [16] as an
alternative for embedding the marks in all attributes of every
tuple. It works similar to S-Scheme, but uses each one of the
ν attributes of R, generating a total of ν× η VPKs, instead of
just η. Also, for this scheme, the value of χ remains constant
during the whole process.
One particularity of the E-Scheme is the use of two dif-
ferent hash functions (represented as H1 and H2): the first
one to decide if the attribute will be marked and the last one
for selecting the lsb to embed the mark [16]. The selection
of the attribute is carried out if H1(SK ◦ vpk(rj.Ai)) mod
(γ × η) = 0, where vpk(rj.Ai) is a variation of (1) for
its use on each attribute of every tuple. Once an attribute
is selected, the lsb position to embed the mark is obtained
according to the expressionH2(SK ◦vpk(rj.Ai)) mod ξ . Mark
extraction is performed using the same expressions and the
same parameter values.
For the E-Scheme, the VPKs are generated under the
same conditions, which increase the number of duplicate
values in comparison to the S-Scheme. On the other hand,
this scheme is compromised by the deletion problem, since
deleting any attribute directly compromises the value of η
VPKs. However, the number of duplicate values is so high
that, the VPKs never really contribute to embedding anymark
without ambiguity.
3) THE M-SCHEME
The M-Scheme was proposed in 2003 by Li et al. [16] to
generate the VPKs using different attributes on each tuple.
The principle of the M-Scheme is to split each binary value
into two fragments (msb and lsb), same as the S-Scheme.
Then, for each tuple, it generates a VPK by concatenating
the two values of H1(SK ◦ vpk(rj.Ai)) closest to zero. If more
attributes match the same lowest hash value, they can be
selected for the VPK generation too.
The condition for considering the tuple for mark embed-
ding is based on the same expression used by the S-Scheme.
Once the tuple is selected, according to the AHK algorithm
defined by Agrawal and Kiernan [21], the attribute where the
mark is embedded is chosen using the expression H (SK ◦
vpk(rj)) mod ν. Then, the lsb to embed the mark is selected
also as S-Scheme does. The steps for mark extraction are
based on the same expressions used for the embedding and
require the same parameter values.
This scheme can be used involvingmore than two attributes
to generate the VPKs, with the condition that the number of
attributes considered does not exceed the number of attributes
of the relation. Same as when using the S-Scheme, one VPK
per tuple is generated using the same value of χ every time,
causing too many duplicate values.
Besides the M-Scheme proposed by Li et al. [16], there
are also the VPK schemes proposed by Chang et al. [22] and
by Khanduja et al. [23], very similar to the M-Scheme in
principle. In particular, the proposal by Chang et al. [22]
was created to work with textual attributes, simulating the
S-Scheme by splitting each value into two fragments. The
first fragment, denoted asA1i , contains the last word of the text
and is used to embed the marks. On the other hand, the second
fragment, denoted as A−1i , contains the rest of the text and
is used to generate the hash value representing the attribute
during the VPK generation process. Moreover, the main dif-
ference between the M-Scheme by Li et al. [16] and the
proposal by Khanduja et al. [23], is that the later always uses
two specific attributes to generate the VPK, chosen according
to the data owner’s criterion.
4) THE EXT-SCHEME
The Ext-Scheme was proposed in 2017 by Pérez
Gort et al. [24] with the goal of varying the elements involved
in the VPK generation. Same as the S-Scheme and the M-
Scheme, the Ext-Scheme generates one VPK for each tuple,
but the attributes involved can vary depending on their values.
Also, the value of χ varies depending on the binary length of
the value of the attribute analyzed.
The Ext-Scheme analyzes all attributes of each tuple to
decide which of them is involved in the VPK generation.
Only those attributes accomplishing the condition bji1 ⊕
bji(χ−1) = 1, where bji1 and bji(χ−1) are the first and (χ−1)th
bits of the attribute i of the tuple j, and⊕ is the XOR operator,
are considered.
On the other hand, the variation of χ is carried out accord-
ing to a temporary value obtained by using (2), where BLji
(BL ∈ Z+) is the binary length of the value of the attribute
rj.Ai, MSBF ∈ Z+ is the fraction of msb (parameter that
remains the same during the whole process), and the symbols
b c represent the floor function. The value of χ is selected
according of the neighboring bits to the χ th bit ( χ ∈ Z+).
χji = bBLji/MSBFc (2)
This schemewas created to perform embedding and extrac-
tion of marks using the VPKs by watermarking techniques
based on the AHK algorithm. According to that, the selection
of the tuples, attributes, and lsbs to embed the marks in R
is performed following the same expressions used by the
M-Scheme. Also, WM extraction is performed by the same
rules using the same parameter values.
The Ext-Scheme generates a high number of exclusive
values compared to previous schemes, and it is also more
resilient to the deletion problem. Even though, this scheme
does not always guarantee the embedding of enough marks,
depending on the size of the WM. Also, due to establishing
too many conditions for the attribute involvement in the VPK
generation, often too many tuples are wasted by the process.
5) THE HQR-SCHEME
The HQR-Scheme was proposed in 2019 by Pérez
Gort et al. [10] to generate one VPK per tuple. It is based
on the cyclic model of the attribute order in R to change the
way the attributes are analyzed for the VPK generation. Fig. 1
depicts how the first and last attribute of the relation can
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FIGURE 1. Cyclic model of the attribute order in R [10].
be seen as neighbors according to this model. This scheme
also controls the maximum number of attributes that may be
involved in theVPKgeneration (given by ` ∈ Z : 0 < ` ≤ ν),
and the minimum distance between them (given by p ∈ Z :
1 ≤ p ≤ b(ν − `)/`e).
The HQR-Scheme was designed using the Ext-Scheme as
a base, considering a higher value of χ by excluding from the
binary string being analyzed for each attribute, only the bits
used as candidates to embed the marks (i.e., the lsb range).
Also, the attribute selected to begin the analysis, the direction
of the analysis, and the attributes considered to generate the
VPK vary for each tuple depending on the values stored in it.
This scheme does not waste tuples for the VPK generation.
On the other hand, despite generating a higher number of
exclusive values than the Ext-Scheme, it produces too many
duplicate values compared to the number of tuples in R.
Finally, as a variation of the Ext-Scheme, this approach gen-
erates the VPKs to perform embedding and extraction of the
WM similarly to M-Scheme and to Ext-Scheme, and presents
high resilience against the deletion problem.
III. THE DOUBLE FRAGMENTATION APPROACH
Despite the variation of the results obtained by applying the
different VPK schemes, the duplicate problem always causes
the exclusion of marks from the embedding process. On the
other hand, the way the attributes are selected makes some
schemes too vulnerable to the deletion problem. Facing these
situations is a complicated task since the source to generate
the VPKs is limited to the data stored in the relation. This is
even more problematic for the E-Scheme that can only use
the χ bits of one attribute as the source.
A. STRUCTURE OF THE VPK SET
For a better understanding of the solution proposed in this
work, we first define the elements composing a generic set of
VPK identified as S. Considering the effects of the duplicate
problem, the presence of duplicate values in S is assumed. The
set of duplicate values is identified asG and it is composed of
groups of VPKs formed according to their values, analyzed
from the group with the minimum length to the maximum
one. Another set defined due to the presence of duplicate
values is D, which is similar to G, but it is composed only
by one item per duplicate group. According to that, the car-
dinality of G will always be higher than the cardinality of D
(i.e., |G| > |D|). Some examples of the sets involved in the
representation of the duplicate values are shown in Table 1.
To highlight the different groups of duplicate values different
TABLE 1. Different examples of the sets G and D inside S.
FIGURE 2. Structure of the set S of VPK values.
colors are used. The groups of duplicate values are referenced
asGr whereGr ⊂ G and r ∈ Z : 0 ≤ r ≤ (|D|−1).We do not
define how to identify a particular item of a group considering
that once in the same group, all items store the same value.
The presence of exclusive values in S is also considered.
All the exclusive VPK values are represented by the set E and
each one of them is identified by ex where x ∈ Z : 0 ≤ x ≤
(|E| − 1). The elements of this set are organized ascending
according to their values. Finally, the set of VPK null values
is represented as 8. All the sets G, D, E, and 8 are subsets
of S. A graphical view of the structure of one example of
S is shown in Fig. 2 where the differences between the sets
G and D are also represented.
It is important to highlight that 8 6= ∅, since the set is
formed by elements storing null values, and does not rep-
resent the empty set. This set is the result of the relation’s
attributes and tuples that do not accomplish the conditions
established by the scheme for the VPK generation (e.g., when
the range of the msb is higher than the length of the attribute
binary value).
B. PROPOSED SCHEME
We exclude the E-Scheme from our approach considering it is
the only scheme that generates more than one VPK per tuple,
and this work is focused on generating only one. This decision
is made for preventing the aggressive distortion that may be
caused by embedding multiple marks into the same tuple.
Based on the argument of generating one VPK per tuple, it is
set that η = |S|.
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The definitive solution to avoid the consequences of the
duplicate problem is by obtaining S such that |E| = |S|,
which means that S is composed only of exclusive values
(e.g., the set of the relation’s PKs). Getting a VPK set with
that feature is hard to achieve considering that VPK schemes
can only use data stored in the relation, which are bounded by
the domain of the attributes. Because of that, VPK schemes
try to reduce the impact of the duplicate problem by increas-
ing the number of attributes involved in the VPK generation,
which contributes to get a higher number of exclusive values
in S, or reducing the size of the groups of duplicate values.
The downside of that strategy is that the scheme’s vulnerabil-
ity to the deletion problemwill be higher since the probability
of compromising more VPKs when any attribute is deleted
also increases. On the other hand, increasing the resilience
to the deletion problem by reducing the attributes involved in
the VPK generation will bring as consequence the increment
of duplicate values.
Since the improvement of the quality of S cannot
be achieved only by managing the number of attributes
involved in the generation of the VPKs, we propose another
approach. Our technique does not discard the idea either
of the VPK schemes nor the traditional watermarking tech-
niques but adds new elements to those solutions. The proposal
is not focused on trying to improve the quality of S, but
on using the duplicate values of the set to split the WM
signal. Defined as the Double Fragmentation Technique (DF-
Technique), we perform two times the fragmentation of the
WM to increase the number of embedded marks regardless
of the quality of S (see Fig. 3).
FIGURE 3. Elements involved in the DF-technique.
By applying our approach, the presence of duplicate values
in S contributes to the improvement of the WM synchroniza-
tion. The details about the way fragmentation processes are
carried out are given in the next subsection.
C. FRAGMENTATION PROCEDURES
The first fragmentation process generates elements defined
as first fragments corresponding to WM segments composed
of more than one mark. First fragments are identified by
Mr where r ∈ Z : 0 ≤ r ≤ (|D| − 1), being in
number equal to the number of groups of duplicate values
in S. The second fragmentation process generates the second
fragments, being each one a mark extracted from one of the
first fragments. Second fragments are identified bymrs, where
FIGURE 4. Generic view of a fragmented WM.
s ∈ Z : 0 ≤ s ≤ (l(Mr ) − 1), being Mr the corresponding
first fragment and l the function that returns the length ofMr
(see Fig. 4).
Contrary to the equality between the number of first frag-
ments and the number of groups of duplicate values, the num-
ber of second fragments stored in a particular Mr is lower
than the cardinality of its correspondent subset Gr . That is
based on the principle that the number of tuples to be marked
should not be equal, but much higher than the length of the
WM (i.e., η  n), to allow the embedding of each mark
multiple times and handle the distortion without compromis-
ing the inclusion of any mark during the embedding process.
According to that, the condition |Gr | > l(Mr ) is a rule to be
accomplished.
To generate the first fragments, the values ofWM, |D| and
the cardinality of each subsetGr are required. The cardinality
of each subset representing the groups of duplicate values
Gr is used to assign the number of marks belonging to
each first fragment Mr , in other words, to set l(Mr ). Since
|Gr | > l(Mr ), instead of equality, the proportion between
those values has to be settled. Fig. 5 gives a clear idea of the
differences between the length of the first fragments and the
cardinality of the groups of duplicate values in S.
FIGURE 5. Proportions between the groups of duplicate values in S and
the first fragments of WM.
The proportion between the length of Mr and the cardi-
nality of its correspondent subset Gr of S is given according
to (3), where the symbols b e represent the use of the rounding
function.
l(Mr ) = b l(Mr )%× n100 e (3)
Being |Gr |% the percentage of the group’s sizewith respect
to the size of the set of duplicate values of S obtained
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with (4), and considering that for establishing a fair pro-
portion between all the fragments of WM and G, the rule
l(Mr )% = |Gr |% must be followed, the substitution of
l(Mr )% by |Gr |% is carried out.
|Gr |% = |Gr | × 100|G| (4)
Once (4) is substituted in (3) we get (5), establishing the
proportion between l(Mr ) and |Gr |. Then, once a duplicate
VPK value generated from a tuple is known, it is possible to
know its correspondent group Gr , the group cardinality |Gr |,
and finally, to which fragmentMr of theWM that VPK value
will be focused on to extract the mark to be embedded in the
tuple.
l(Mr ) = b|Gr | × n|G| e (5)
Algorithm 1 is used to select the mark to be embedded
in the tuple. Once the mark is selected, the embedding is
carried out depending on the conditions established by the
watermarking technique and by considering the usability con-
straints defined in the database.
Algorithm 1 Selection of the Mark Given the VPK
1 for j = 0; j < η; j++ do
2 Gr = get_group_of (VPKj)
3 cGr = |Gr |
4 cG = |S| − |E| − |8|
5 seed = generate_seed(j)
6 mj = WM (H (VPKj, bcGr × n/cGe, seed)+ L)
In line 4 of the algorithm, the cardinality of G is obtained,
which can be done either by using |S| − |E| − |8| or∑|D|−1
r=0 |Gr |. In line 6, H represents a one-way hash function
that takes as input the VPK duplicate value, the range allowed
to perform the pseudo-random selection of the mark (the
length of the first fragment according to (5)), and a seed that is
generated for the current tuple. The generation of the seed is
performed for each tuple (line 5 of the algorithm) to increase
the entropy of the mark selection process, so the number of
embedded marks increases. The term L represents a value
proportional to the sum of the cardinalities of the groups of
duplicate values located before Gr since the position of the
selected mark obtained as the result of H is relative to its
group. Finally, since exclusive values may also be presented
in S, for those cases the marks are selected similarly as
the PK-Dependent watermarking techniques do by using the
relation’s PKs.
Considering that choosing a process featuring a high
entropy in the generation of the seeds is an important factor
for our approach to succeed, we proposed a version of the Ext-
Scheme [24] to perform this task despite having been initially
conceived for VPK generation. Compared to the other solu-
tions, this scheme is more robust against the deletion problem
and generates less duplicate values. Even though by itself not
always guarantee the embedding of enough marks, its use as
a seed generator for our approach contributes to achieving a
drastic increment of WM synchronization.
One of the drawbacks of the Ext-Scheme is the number
of tuples that are not used due to generating null VPK val-
ues from them, given the complicated and high number of
conditions to be satisfied in the scheme. Looking to duck the
consequences of this limitation we introduced the constant
V ∈ Z+, so all tuples contribute to the process. To avoid the
collusion with the rest of the values generated, V will depend
on the maximum seed value. Once all the seeds are generated,
we add the maximum value to V and then assign the result of
the sum to all the null seeds. Despite the presence of duplicate
values in the set of seeds and in S, their combination in our
approach allows the embedding of enoughmarks to guarantee
the WM recognition, overcoming even the damage that the
deletion of any attribute of the relation could provoke.
The success of the proposed technique highly depends
on the WM fragmentation and the seed generator. Consid-
ering the source to generate the VPKs is restricted to data
stored in the tuple (same as to the VPK schemes), the set of
generated seeds will always present duplicate values. Never-
theless, the combination between a generator achieving low
duplicates and the VPK set, increases the variability of the
approach, avoiding to have the same pair of duplicated values
(VPK+ seed) each time. From this point of view, generating
exclusive values for the seeds is the perfect solution, but
considering it is unexpected, a generator with low duplicate
seeds is a good option to our approach as well. For this reason,
the version of the Ext-Schemewe proposed constitutes a good
choice for our work.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our approach was validated through experiments per-
formed using the numeric relational data set Forest Cover
Type [25]. We mostly worked with the first 30,000 tuples
out of 581,012 of this data set, and 10 of its 54 attributes
in order to make a fair comparison against results previously
reported in other papers. On the other hand, we worked with
higher numbers of tuples to perform the experiments related
to the scalability tests. The generation of the VPKs was done
using the schemes that generate one VPK per tuple, excluding
the E-Scheme from our experimental setup according to that
criterion.
Our proposal is focused on improving the WM synchro-
nization, often compromised due to the duplicate problem.
Table 2 shows the quality of the embedded WM using
the different VPK sets generated with the VPK schemes
described in this work without applying the double fragmen-
tation approach. The source of the WM was the image UTM
(see Fig. 6 a)) and the watermarking technique employed
was the technique proposed by Sardroudi and Ibrahim [19].
Despite our proposal contributes to increment the quality
of the synchronized WM using the VPK sets generated by
any scheme, we validated our approach using the S and M
schemes, since those are the options that generate one VPK
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TABLE 2. WM embedded using each VPK scheme [10], [24].
per tuple and present serious synchronization problems due
to the duplicate problem (see Table 2).
The low WM synchronization shown in Table 2 is a direct
result of the bad quality of the VPK sets, but it is also because
of the set of requirements watermarking techniques demand
from the data to avoid compromising its quality because
of mark embedding. For example, giving the nature of the
E-Scheme, just few VPKs will be generated several times.
Because of that, if all VPKs do not accomplish the conditions
stated by the watermarking scheme when mixed with the
data being watermarked, the WM embedding will be entirely
compromised. So, this scheme must be considered depending
on the parameters, the WM size, and the data to be protected.
The watermarking technique proposed by Sardroudi &
Ibrahim [19] uses an image as the WM source, which clas-
sifies it as Image-Based Watermarking (IBW) according to
the watermark information classification criteria [15]. In this
case, the image is binary, being each pixel value the simplest
possible one (1 for black color and 0 for white), reducing the
amount of data to embed, causing less distortion during the
WM embedding. According to this watermarking technique,
each pixel is pseudo-randomly selected by using the tuple’s
VPK. Then, the mark is generated xoring the pixel value
and the value of one msb pseudo-randomly selected from
the attribute to be watermarked. In this way, the mark will
not only depend on the pixel value but also on the attribute
value. Finally, the mark is embedded in one of the lsb of the
same attribute, selected depending on the VPK scheme as
it was stated in Section II-C. In this document, we also use
the red color to identify the pixels missed due to incomplete
embedding or the deletion problem.
FIGURE 6. Images used as WM sources.
To analyze the role played by the WM length in the
experiments, images of different sizes were used to gen-
erate the WM. The images were: the Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UTM) logo (82×80 pixels), the Chinese character
dào (20 × 21 pixels), and the E character (10 × 10 pixels)
(see Fig. 6).
TABLE 3. WM UTM extracted using S and M VPK schemes,
Sardroudi & Ibrahim’s technique, with and without DF-Technique.
The use of an image as the WM source allows the visual
appreciation of the quality of the synchronized WM. On the
other hand, correlation-based metrics can be applied when
this data type is used to generate theWM. In this work we use
the Correction Factor (CF) first applied on IBW by Sardroudi
& Ibrahim [19] in 2010, given by (6), to compare the pixels
of the image used to generate the WM (given by IO) with
the pixels of the image generated from the extracted WM
(given by IE ). In the equation, ~ ∈ R+ represents the value
of CF, which constitutes a percentage for which 100 means
the exact similarity between both images, and 0 the absence
of similarity. Also, the terms h ∈ Z+ and w ∈ Z+ refer to the
height and width of both images, considering they have the
same dimensions.
~ =
∑h
i=1
∑w
j=1(IO(i, j)⊕ IE (i, j))
h× w × 100 (6)
The approach was implemented using Java 1.8 as the pro-
gramming language for the client-side and Oracle Database
12c for the database server. The runtime environment was
a 2.20 GHz AMD PC with 6.00 GB of RAM running on
Windows 10 OS.
A. WM SYNCHRONIZATION IMPROVEMENT
The first experiment performed is oriented to detect how
DF-Technique contributes to improving the quality of the
WM synchronization. Since we are focused on analyzing the
changes in the WM capacity, for this case we do not simulate
any attacks or update operations on the database. The embed-
ding of the same WM is done under similar conditions, first
with no fragmentation and then applying our approach.
Table 3 shows the quality of WM synchronized by using
the selected VPK schemes and the watermarking technique
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of Sardroudi & Ibrahim. For all cases, the image built from
the extracted WM with their respective CF value is shown.
The parameters used for the S-Scheme were: attribute =
‘‘ELEVATION’’, χ = 3; for the M-Scheme: no. of
attributes = 2, χ = 3; and for the watermarking technique:
γ = 1, χ = 3, and ξ = 1.
From Table 3, it can be appreciated that the reduction of
the WM length has a positive impact on its synchronization
since the probability of excluding marks due to the random
selection is reduced. Also, the quality of the WM signals,
once the DF-Technique is applied, improves considerably
thanks to the increase in the number of embedded marks.
B. RESILIENCE AGAINST THE DELETION PROBLEM
Applying the DF-Technique increases the number of embed-
ded marks, improving the WM synchronization, but also it is
important to know how the synchronization will be affected
once the deletion problem is considered. As it was previously
mentioned, this will depend on the features of the VPK
Scheme and how the seeds are generated. Since the seeds are
generated using the version of the Ext-Scheme we described
in the previous section, the attributes considered for each
tuple and the msb range vary, being the scheme resilient
enough against attributes elimination.
Table 4 shows the best and the worst results by deleting one
of the ten attributes composing the watermarked relation. The
experiments were performed by deleting a different attribute
each time. Each attribute presents different relevance to the
VPK generation, watermarking processes, and data usability.
We do not know the attribute relevance for the attacker, but
we know how relevant each one of them is to the data owner.
Then, that attribute can be selected to generate the VPK, and
if it is attacked, not only the WM detection is compromised
but also the data quality, causing the entire data set to lose
relevance.
TABLE 4. Ranges of the quality of the detected WM once a deletion of
one attribute is carried out.
According to Table 4, the resilience against the dele-
tion problem seems higher using S-Scheme, but there is
something to be remarked. For the case of the M-Scheme,
the attribute deletion also involves those attributes selected
for generating the VPK, not only the seed. For experiments
using S-Scheme, only the attribute involved in seed gener-
ation was deleted. This was carried out considering that if
FIGURE 7. Resilience to the deletion problem for each WM, using
S-Scheme and erasing more than one attribute.
the attribute used to generate the VPK is deleted, WM syn-
chronization is compromised. Thus, the worst result with
S-Scheme will be ~ = 0. On the other hand, if the attribute
containing the most valuable data in the relation is known,
we could use it to generate the VPKs with the S-Scheme,
reducing the risk of being affected by the deletion problem
and the consequences of the duplicate values thanks to the
use of the DF-Technique.
We also performed an extra experiment for testing the
resilience to the deletion problem. Despite the deletion prob-
lem being defined as deleting a single attribute, we stressed
the conditions to analyze how the results behave according
to the different elements involved. To do that, we deleted
more than one attribute and registered an average of the CFs
obtained. The firsts results shown are those obtained by using
S-Scheme (see Fig. 7).
Once again, the resilience is higher when the WM is com-
posed of fewer marks. It is important to understand that we
are erasing more attributes than tolerated since the quality of
the data set is compromised for both, the attacker and the data
owner, when more than one attribute is deleted. For example,
since the relation is composed of ten attributes when two of
them are deleted the data lost is 20% of the total amount of
data stored.
The second results shown are obtained by performing
the experiment under the same conditions but by using
M-Scheme. Fig. 8 also shows a direct proportion of the WM
length and the resilience to the deletion problem when more
than one attribute is deleted.
Finally, considering the differences between S-Scheme and
M-Scheme, Fig. 9, 10, and 11 present a direct comparison for
each WM. According to the results and the features of each
scheme, the data owner will be able to select one of those
combinations depending on the requirements to meet.
Fig. 12 shows the differences between the synchroniza-
tion by using S-Scheme and M-Scheme for all WMs. This
parameter is identified as d~ and is given by the equation
d~ = |~S − ~M |, where ~S is the CF obtained by using
S-Scheme and ~M is the CF obtained by using M-Scheme.
For the case of the WMs generated using Dào and E char-
acters, there are no big differences when 1 or 2 attributes are
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FIGURE 8. Resilience to the deletion problem for each WM, using
M-Scheme and erasing more than one attribute.
FIGURE 9. Resilience to the deletion problem by erasing more than one
attribute for each VPK scheme using UTM as WM source.
FIGURE 10. Resilience to the deletion problem by erasing more than one
attribute for each VPK scheme using Dào chinese character as WM source.
deleted until the damage is too serious (deletion of 3 or more
attributes). For the case of UTM watermark, the difference
will be always noticeable, especially when 1 to 3 attributes
are deleted. For all those cases, always the result using the
S-Scheme will be superior, independently the degree of the
attack.
C. RESILIENCE AGAINST OTHER THREATS
The improvement of WM synchronization by applying the
DF-Technique contributes to increasing the WM robustness
FIGURE 11. Resilience to the deletion problem by erasing more than one
attribute for each VPK scheme using E character as WM source.
FIGURE 12. Difference between the synchronization achieved by using
S and M schemes for each WM.
as well. Besides testing the resilience of our technique against
the deletion problem, we performed a set of experiments
against other threats or malicious operations focused on com-
promising WM detection. The results obtained showed how
the WM signal remains detectable even attacking a consid-
erable amount of data in the watermarked relation. Never-
theless, it is not expected that the watermarked relation will
suffer attacks so severe as some of those performed in the
experiments.
Since the experiments performed to analyze the resilience
against the deletion problem are focused on deleting
attributes, now we perform a set of experiments erasing a dif-
ferent number of tuples each time. In this case, we are testing
the resilience against the subset attack based on tuple elim-
ination. We performed the experiment by erasing a different
percentage of tuples each time until the entire watermarked
data is erased. The attacks were performed over two copies of
the data, both marked with the WM generated with the UTM
logo, first using the fragmentation technique with the VPK
set generated by the S-Scheme, and second by embedding
the WM using the same VPK set with no fragmentation. The
results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 13.
The quality of theWM embedded with no fragmentation is
so low due to the bad quality of the VPK set, that the attacks
never get to damage the signal already unrecognizable. On the
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FIGURE 13. WM detected in a relation that suffered different degrees of
tuple deletion attack.
FIGURE 14. WM detected in a relation that suffered different degrees of
tuple addition attack.
other hand, the quality of the WM synchronized using the
fragmentation technique remains high, allowing its recog-
nition despite the severity of the attacks. Notice that even
deleting up to 80% of the tuples (which is not expected
considering that the attacker pretends to use the stolen data)
the WM presents a quality of ~ = 44.83%, being clearly
detectable.
We performed another set of experiments focused on
detecting the WM in a relation suffering superset attacks
based on tuple addition. In this case, also the number of
added tuples was incremented each time, seeking to analyze
the quality of the detected WM once attacks with different
severity degrees are carried out. Since the values stored in
the embedded tuples are generated randomly using data cor-
responding to the domains of the attributes of R, the WM
signal suffers noise addition, but some of the marks also are
enhanced given the randommarks that match the right values,
detected in the new tuples. This happens due to the probability
of obtaining true marks in the tuples added during the attack
is 1/2 (given the possible values that the bit selected to extract
the mark may contain). In this case, no matter the number of
tuples, the quality of theWM remains almost the same. On the
contrary, the quality of the WM embedded using the VPK set
with no fragmentation is so low that no attacks are needed to
compromise it (see Fig. 14).
FIGURE 15. Time consumed by the approach’s processes using different
data amounts.
FIGURE 16. Variation of the CF when the amount of data to be
watermarked increases.
Given the resilience of our technique against tuple dele-
tion and tuple addition attacks, no experiments were per-
formed for tuple update attacks, since they perform the
selection of the data pseudo-randomly, and the probabil-
ity of affecting attributes being watermarked is lower com-
pared to tuple elimination attacks. On the other hand,
to make VPK-based techniques resilient against false own-
ership claims based on additive attacks, we recommend con-
sidering the DF-Technique with the Secondary Embedding
approach [26] based on creating organized backups for recov-
ering the value of each mark.
D. SCALABILITY OF THE PROPOSAL
For testing the scalability of our approach, all previous exper-
iments were also carried out with different amounts of data,
from 30,000 to 480,000 tuples, by adding 30,000 each time.
This gave as result the finding of a linear correlation between
the time consumed by the execution of the processes and the
number of tuples being watermarked (see Fig. 15). Then,
the performance of the processes can be expressed by O(η)
given their linear complexity. According to that, our proposal
is feasible independently the volume of the relational data to
be protected.
CF values obtained on each one of the experiments
performed for the scalability test are shown in Fig. 16.
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Considering the increment of CF is not significant from the
120,000 tuples on, we recommend to perform less aggressive
embedding by increasing the value of the tuple fraction γ (see
Section II-B). The idea is to consider for marking a number
of tuples equivalent to the cases previous to the amount
of 120,000 shown in Fig. 16. This will allow embedding
enough marks for WM recognition whereas the distortion
caused under current circumstances is reduced.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new approach to improve WM
synchronization on VPK-based watermarking techniques.
We accomplished our goal not by trying to improve the
quality of the VPK set but by using the duplicate values
stored on it to fragment the WM signal and to embed the
fragments according to the particularities of the VPK set. The
experiments carried out show how by applying our technique
the extracted WM drastically improves. Also, despite the
elimination of attributes, the quality of the detected WM
remains, being its identification possible.
The experiments were performed using schemes that gen-
erate low-quality VPK sets. Nevertheless, the WM syn-
chronization and its resilience against the deletion problem
increase by combining our approach with any other VPK set,
independently the scheme used for its generation. Also, it is
important to consider the proportion between the length of the
WM to embed and the number of tuples to be watermarked.
This may allow the approach to be more resilient, even when
more aggressive versions of the deletion problem are carried
out over the data.
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